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A.M.S. Multi-Position Sheet Slitter 

1” 6061 Aluminum Plate Construction 

 

 

 

Automated Manufacturing Systems: 

 Your Plastic Extrusion Solution!! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

WARNING 
 

Read Instruction Manual Prior to Operation! 

 

The primary purpose in the operation of any machinery 

is safety and proper maintenance. Do no operate this 

machinery until all personnel involved in the 

installation, operation, maintenance, and supervision 

have read and fully understand the instructions in this 

manual and the accompanying manuals. Please call 

AMS with any questions at 561 833 9898  
 

Important 

 Do NOT perform maintenance until power is 

disconnected. 

 Do NOT operate machine without guards in 

place. 

 Do NOT wear loose clothing around machine.  

 Do NOT operate machine unless long hair is tied 

back and secured.  

 Automated Manufacturing Systems is NOT 

responsible for any injury incurred while 

operating its products.  

 

 

 

Maintenance 

 Maintenance for the Puller should be performed at 

the specified intervals to insure proper performance.  

 

Daily  Check belts for wear/proper tension. This 

can be done by visual inspection and gently tugging on a 

set of belts by hand. Belts should not be loose, but should 

have enough play to pull down a little bit and twist.  

As needed (weekly) Add PTFE impregnated oil to 

the upstream side on the alum. rolls top and bottom. Oil 

has to go inside, on axle through the side plates.   

Every two years Change oil in Lower (Main) Gearbox 

 

Spare Parts List 

Items may vary depending on model of Puller. Always 

verify with actual machine: 
 

Main Breaker   WMZ-S3-D13 

Float-a-Shaft Drives  0226-0400 and 0227-0400 

Main Gearbox  PLR-B05 or PLR-B06 

AC Motor Control  A1000-CIMR008 or  

    V1000-CIMR009 

Belts    Please specify Model # 
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Stopping & Power Down 

 To stop the puller, simply push the stop button 

located on the control panel. This will stop all 

components of the puller, except the pneumatic open 

and close system, which will still be energized.  

 To completely power down the puller, the main 

breaker should be turned to the off position and the 

power cord should be disconnected. Additionally, the 

air should be disconnected too. Cycle the pneumatic 

switch once or twice, allowing enough time in-between 

cycles to dissipate all pneumatic energy. 

 

 

Troubleshooting 

 The A.M.S. Extrusion Puller is relatively simple. 

When troubleshooting, issues can be classified into two 

categories: mechanical or electrical. If the Puller is 

making a noise, wearing out belts prematurely, 

opening and closing too fast, etc it is mechanical.   

Electrical problems may include poor speed regulation, 

motor control overload, FPM display calibration etc.  

Once identified, please feel free to contact A.M.S.  for 

additional support at 561-833-8989. 
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Since 1993 A.M.S. has strived to create a high quality, 

alternative extrusion machinery source. From full 

extrusions lines to cutting edge down-stream 

equipment, we want to meet, and exceed, your 

extrusions needs. We are your ‘Plastic Extrusion 

Solution’. 
 

The A.M.S. Extrusion Puller is designed to be a 

simple, easily maintained & operated machine.  It has 

been engineered to meet your specific needs, so your 

machine may have slight differences than specified in 

this manual. However, the differences are subtle and 

this manual should cover any questions which arise 

concerning general operation and maintenance of the 

puller.  
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General Components & Specifications 
 

Dimensions and Weight 

 Base & Height 

  36” by 30” and 42½” centerline 

 Feet/Minute (pending specific machine) 

  0-30 ft/min up to 0-1,000 ft/min 

 Weight 

  500 to 950lbs (models vary) 
 

Main Components  

  a.  2 H.P. – 7.5 H.P. AC Motor (Dual  

  AC motors with motor control is optional) 

  b.  Right Angle Gear Box 

  c. Pneumatic System 

  d.  3” to 48” Wide Poly V-Groove Belts 

  e.  Control Panel 

 Digital feet/min display 

 10 turn potentiometer for puller 

speed 

 Start/Stop Buttons 

  f. Electrical (options) 

 230 VAC at 5-30 amps 

 460 VAC at 3-15 amps 

 Single Phase available 
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Start Up & Operation 

 Once installation has been complete, turn the 

breaker on the side of the control panel on. The Puller 

should now power up. With the belts closed and 

pneumatic  switch in down position, use the hand wheel 

to set the gap on the puller such that it will grab, not 

crush, the extrusion being run. Push start and set the line 

speed to something slow to string the line. String the 

extrusion through and increase speed as necessary with 

the extruder to part size. Adjust speed accordingly if 

using a laser measuring system.  

 The pneumatic open/close system is regulated 

several ways. First, the hand wheel adjusts the close 

point of the belts. This is simply a mechanical stop. Next, 

the air pressure is regulated and should be set between 

70  to 120 psi. The open/close speed of the belts can be 

controlled with the speed regulator. Typically, this is set 

by A.M.S. However, if adjusting is needed, do so such 

that smooth operation between the open and close 

positions occurs; no banging.   

 Automatic systems are available to control 

everything from line speed to product size.  
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Pictures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above Puller tension adjustment points. Notice the 1” 

steel construction, nickel plated, second to none. 

 Below Pneumatic input, regulator, and 3-position 

switch 

with speed 

regulator. 

Electric 

push 

button 

open/close 

available. 
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Pictures 

     

 

    Left Rear view of the 

 A.M.S. Extrusion Puller 

 showing pnueamtic 

 raise and lower system, 

 motor and gear box 

 assembly, and drive 

 shaft.  

 Below A.M.S. Extrusion 

 Puller 
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Installation 

 First, inspect for safe delivery. The Extrusion 

Puller can be rolled with ease across any flat, concrete 

floor. A floor space of about 3’ by 3’ will be needed for 

proper operation. 

 Insure that the puller is properly integrated into 

the desired extrusion line by utilizing a laser mounted 

to the center of the extruder barrel. Utilize a level to 

insure it is level. The laser will act as a visual guide for 

all downstream machinery, to assist in creating proper 

alignment. Adjust centerline height with lower locking 

collars.  

 Once secured and aligned, connect the power 

cord, appropriately, to either 240V or 480V.  Install an 

air supply to the onboard air regulator, 100 psi. Turn 

the jack screws down to secure the machine by slightly 

lifting the casters off the ground. Installation is now 

complete.  

 

Belt Tension – IMPORTANT – Never over tighten! 

 It is important to set proper belt tension. If the 

upper or lower belts are not adjusted together, it is 

possible to have one assembly track slightly 

faster/slower than the other. Place a mark on the side of 

the belts with a permanent marker. Loosen the slower 

belt to get time the belts.     5 

Component Description 

 The Extrusion Puller comes fully assembled and 

ready to go. Depending on the model, the puller may 

have pneumatic or electronic open and close. Pneumatic 

is a standard option for A.M.S.   
 

Drive System 

 The Extrusion Puller is typically powered by a 

single AC Motor Control with horsepower in the range of 

2 H.P. to 7.5 H.P. Dual AC Motors with a motor control is 

an option available. The motor is mated to a right angle 

gearbox with a ratio determined in coordination with the 

Customer. The motors are controlled by an open loop 

vector system. Closed loop is an option, but typically not 

needed for a large majority of extrusions. It is important 

to specify the correct line speed to AMS such that proper 

gearing can be selected. Failure to do so may result in 

Moto Control Overload due to Customer requesting 

higher speed capability and then attempting to run the 

machine at a much slower speed. i.e. Customer requests 

300 FPM puller, but then wants to run the machine at 5 

FPM. This will not work unless a transmission is 

installed.  
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Automated Manufacturing Systems shall 

not be liable for errors contained in this 

User guide or for incidental, consequential 

damages in connection with the furnishing, 

performance or use of this information. 

Automated Manufacturing Systems makes 

no warranty of any kind with regard to this 

information, including, but not limited to 

the implied warranties of merchantability 

and fitness for a particular purpose.  
  

Industrial Machinery is dangerous and can cause severe 

harm, injury and/or death. If you do not know what you are 

doing, do not touch the machinery. Customer releases all 

liability from Automated Manufacturing Systems when using 

its equipment.  

 


